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Aerial photograph of Brading Roman villa, taken through a fish-eye
lens, with the newly marked-out north range in the foreground.
Photo: © wightskycam.net.
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Chairman’s Report:
Dear Friends,
We have had a busy summer at the Villa, a combination of poor weather and the Victoria & Albert
Museum Japanese Cloisonne exhibition helped to bring more visitors to the Villa. As part of the
loan and insurance conditions there had to be a steward in the exhibition at all times which
sometimes proved difficult. Jasmine, our acting curator, has asked me to thank everybody
involved in keeping the exhibition open.
On the 6th July Sir Barry Cunliffe kindly opened the newly chalked out North Range. You can see
the full report on page 8.
On 22nd July Her Majesty’s Lord-Lieutenant of the Isle of Wight, Major General Martin White CB
CBE JP visited the Villa to present the Friends’ Volunteers with the Queen’s Award for Voluntary
Service, along with a signed letter from Her Majesty. Over 70 past and present volunteers
attended the ceremony and enjoyed a buffet kindly sponsored by Bookers Food Services,
Sandown. The award and letter are now on display next to the café.
As well as our visit to Cyprus this year a party of the friends undertook a two day trip taking in the
Roman Baths at Bath, and also Caerwent and Caerleon. You can see the full report on page 10.
Over the past 4 years the Friends have organised trips to other UK Roman sites and have
ventured abroad twice. For 2016 we will be staying at Brading Villa for our adventure. Next 6th
and 7th of August we are planning to have a Circus Big Top in the field next to the Villa where we
will be holding a Roman living history weekend. We have invited the actors who took part as
gladiators in the Russell Crowe film “Gladiator” to come to the Villa to re-enact Gladiatorial
combats. (Sorry, we can’t afford Russell Crowe) Along with the gladiators will be groups of roman
soldiers, displays of every day roman life, and lots of activities for young and old.

We have continued to hold a coffee morning on the first Tuesday of the month, where you can
come along to the Villa to meet some of your Trustees, and catch up with other members of the
Friends (let’s not forget the cake).
I would like to end by thanking you for your continuing support of the FBRV, and to thank the
volunteers/trustees who give their time and energy in many ways in order to help the Villa function
as a first class museum and visitor attraction.
David Reeves,
Chairman FBRV.
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A new Learning Centre for the Roman Baths at Bath
After several years of significant investment in
conservation,
interpretation
and
visitor
facilities, the Roman Baths in Bath now has
plans for an all-new Learning Centre. The
current single education room in the museum
offers excellent teaching sessions but is too
small, is over-subscribed and lacks the
associated facilities such as adjacent toilets
and lunch-eating space now expected by
schools paying visits to museums and historic
sites.

be a vertical zone through the building
connecting first floor, ground floor and
basement levels. A lift and staircase will
deliver school groups to the foot of this shaft
where they will follow an existing tunnel (once
part of the Victorian spa complex)
underground and into the heart of the Roman
Baths without having to brave the weather or
cross any streets. Groups will be able to eat
lunch and leave their bags and coats in the
Learning Centre and return to them after
completing their work in the Roman Baths.

The proposed new Learning Centre is part of a
bigger project to create ‘The Archway Centre’,
named after an ornate late-Victorian stone
arch that spans York Street alongside the
Roman Baths. This project will refurbish a
series of run-down industrial buildings that
belonged to the spa complex constructed
during the second half of the 19th century, and
create within them the Roman Baths Learning
Centre and a World Heritage Centre. The City
of Bath is a UNESCO World Heritage Site and
a major facility to interpret it and encourage
people to explore it is long overdue.

The project is about more than bricks and
mortar. Alongside the creation of the Learning
Centre, the Roman Baths team is putting
together new programmes to extend the range
of learning opportunities available both as
formal sessions for visiting schools and
informal opportunities for all-age groups. Wellestablished links with local schools and
consultation with a wide range of other
stakeholders are informing this process. The
association with the World Heritage Centre will
build on work done in recent years to celebrate
the annual World Heritage Day (18 April) and
to improve the on-street interpretation of the
World Heritage Site through the free walking
tours of Bath’s Mayor’s Honorary Guides.
Opportunities for joint working are currently
being explored with potential partner bodies
such as the Guides, Bath Preservation Trust
and Bath Spa University. Outside school termtime, the Learning Centre could serve as a city
-centre base for day schools or symposia that
focus on exploring and celebrating the city’s
outstanding universal value.

The project, which is likely to cost around £5
million, has attracted a Round 1 grant of
£168,000 from the Heritage Lottery Fund in
order to work up the Round 2 application for
£3.6 million. Bath & North East Somerset
Council, which owns and runs the Roman
Baths, has committed £750,000 in capital
funds to the project and the balance will be
found
from
grant-giving
bodies
and
fundraising.
As hinted above, the new Roman Baths
Learning Centre will be situated in a street
outside the Roman Baths. It will ‘fly’ at firstfloor levels across the Roman Baths’ retail
warehouse and maintenance workshop, which
will continue to occupy ground-floor space
within the refurbished building. The Learning
Centre will include two fully fitted-out learning
spaces to Clore Foundation standards as well
as cloakrooms, toilets, an office, a staff room
and storage facilities. But its unique feature will

The Archway Centre project will include two
other important new developments: the
‘Investigation Zone’ and the ‘Access Zone’.
The Investigation Zone will be created in the
void below York Street outside the Roman
Baths and immediately behind the south wall
of the Great Bath chamber. In addition to this
wall, to which patches of wall-plaster still cling,
the space contains numerous other in-situ
3
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archaeological remains including walls and an
oblique stylobate of unknown purpose which
contains a well-worn doorway. There are also
some vertical sections of unexcavated ground
in which it is possible to make out as yet
undated horizons of city-centre activity.

house feel will be retained; it will not be
sanitised! There may also be scope for limited
archaeological investigation of known Roman
features to improve our understanding of
them.
The Access Zone also lies in York Street
undercroft, adjacent to the Investigation Zone
and separated from it by a stone wall which is
Roman for much of its height. The Access
Zone is immediately south of the Circular Bath,
from which it is separated by an impressive

Furthermore the zone contains a large number
of massive Roman masonry blocks, probably
recovered during the excavation of the Roman
Baths in the 1880s and 1890s and dumped in
the void beneath York Street. Numerous

Roman Baths and Pump Room - presentational image_edited
substantial Roman corridor and a Roman
doorway leading from the public space in the
Roman Baths into the back-of-house void
beneath the street. It is called The Access
Zone for two reasons. Firstly, the passage
bringing groups from the Learning Centre
enters this space from the south and delivers
them through the doorway into the Roman
Baths. Secondly, it contains the in-situ
remains, including walls and pennant floors, of
what is perhaps the last part of the Roman
bath-house yet to be opened up to public
access, including a round dry-heat room, or
laconicum. A new step-free walkway will be
put in this zone to carry school groups to and
from the Learning Centre and to give daytime
visitors access to this hitherto hidden area of
the monument.

blocks show features associated with their
construction, such as masons’ trace-lines,
Lewis holes and areas of pecking to prepare
surfaces for plastering, while others exhibit
ornamentation such as string courses and
fluting. These blocks will be lifted onto heavyduty racking with their most interesting
features outward-facing so they can be studied
properly.
All of this offers huge potential for investigation
activities at primary, secondary and tertiary
levels. Visiting the zone will be an option given
to groups using the Learning Centre, but it will
not be accessible to the visiting public. The
zone will be given a level new floor in a
sympathetic material while water penetration,
currently a major problem, will be stopped. It
will not be possible to fully environmentally
control the zone and its raw, earthy, back-of-

The establishment of The Roman Baths
Foundation coincides (deliberately) with work
4
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on The Archway Centre. The long-term
purpose of the Foundation, a charitable
company which has been registered with
Companies
House
and
The
Charity
Commission, is to support education and
conservation in the Roman Baths through
fundraising and advocacy. In the next three
years the Foundation will concentrate on
raising funds for The Archway Centre,
particularly from grant-giving bodies that do
not directly fund local authority projects. The
Foundation is chaired by David Beeton CBE
and its Patron is Professor Sir Barry Cunliffe.

Work continues on the Round 2 HLF
application. This will be submitted in February
2016 and the decision announced in June. If
the outcome is favourable, work would start on
site in 2017 with completion likely to be in
2019 or 2020.

Stephen Bird
Head of Heritage Services
Bath & North East Somerset Council

Autumn in the Brading Roman Garden
During 1997-1998 members of the
Isle of Wight Gardens Trust
designed and planted the Roman
style garden at Brading. It contains
plants, shrubs and trees known to
have been cultivated during the
Roman period. The fruits of their
labours (and of all garden
volunteers since) may be seen in
all their glory this autumn

Pliny thought the strawberry tree
should not be planted where bees
are kept because of the bitterness it
imparts to honey
The Medlar tree at Brading is
weighed down with fruit this year
but the fruits are not picked until
early winter when they have begun
to decay ( 'blet' ) and the flesh turns
brown, soft and sweet.

The Strawberry tree is at its best at
the moment with bright red
strawberry fruit and pretty cream
flowers. This attractive tree features
in several wall paintings, a good
example being the fresco from the
north wall of a room showing a
garden scene in the House of the
Golden Bracelet, Pompeii.

The Medlar tree - Mespilus
Germanica
It is an ancient fruit native to Iran
with records of its cultivation since
2nd Century BC. Pliny writes there
were three varieties of medlar from
which a wine was made but they
were also eaten.
The Strawberry
Arbutus Unedo

Tree

-

The poet Ovid states in "The
Golden Age" ....'they collected
mountain strawberries and the fruit
of the strawberry tree, wild cherries,
blackberries clinging to the tough
brambles and acorns fallen from
Jupiter's spreading oak tree'.

A single medlar seed was found
during excavations at Silchester
We are fortunate to have a good
grape yield in the Brading Roman
garden this year with the warm
autumn sunshine turning the
sugars sweet.
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Many varieties of grape were
known during the Roman period
which were used for eating and
wine making. Several Roman
vineyards have been located in
Britain such as Wollaston in
Northamptonshire Aminean wine
found in an amphora in Caerleon
might also have been used as a
t r e a t m e n t
f o r
diarrhoea if taken with wheat or
bread.

The Vine - Vitis vinifera
Pliny the Elder and Pliny the
Younger provided information for
the propagation, cultivation and
harvesting of grapes, which is still
relevant today.
Just like the mosaics inside Brading
Roman Villa the garden reflects the
seasons and cycle of life. When
you next walk up the path to the
Villa take time to go and enjoy the
autumn colours, scents and sights
of the garden.

The Garden Volunteer Team
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Antiquarian De Sevilla - 2015
In late September Andrew and I visited the
beautiful city of Seville which is full of artistic
treasures and on the banks of the Guadalquivir
river.
The city also has a fascinating Roman history.

The city had a structured layout, cobblestone
streets with sewers and clearly marked plots.
During the 1st Century AD the site was mainly
occupied by craftsmen whose work was related to
the nearby port. It was a similar situation to
Brading where a large estuary meant the sea was
much closer to Seville during the Roman period
than it is today. The oldest structure we saw was a
1st C salting factory consisting of large deep tubs
where fish were soaked in brine. Evidence of
sardines and mackerel used to make Hallec, a
savoury strong tasting paste (garum?), has been
found is this area.

Tradition attributes the foundation of Seville to
Hercules, who after killing Gerion and stealing
oxen, marked with six stone pillars the place where
Julius Caesar, in 45BC, founded the Roman colony
of Iulia Romula Hispalis. Caesar was briefly
governor in Andalucia which was a prosperous area
and one that adapted easily to Roman rule and
culture.

Another structure was a workshop where oil lamps
were made and decorated with images of deities,
animals, horses and riders. All were carefully made
and sculptured.

Fast forward to 1999 when excavations were begun
in Plaza de la Encarnacion to create an
underground car park and where important
archaeological remains were discovered. Work on
the car park stopped and an archaeological dig
continued until March 2011 when the Antiquarium
Museum opened. Above ground the site is covered
by an architectural structure known as Las Setas de
la Encarnacion (The Mushrooms of the Incarnation)
due to its resemblance to a crop of mushrooms.

Towards the end of the 1st C, during the reign of
Trajan, the workshops were gradually abandoned
in favour of private residences. Several nearly
complete houses showed the typical arrangement
around a central courtyard containing a well and
shallow pool with rooms around its perimeter. The
dining room, or triclinium, appeared to be the
largest and most important space which opened to
the south. We saw many mosaic floors and many
more are still being restored. Here is a selection.

We climbed to the top of the structure for 360
degree views of Seville and the hills beyond. Below
and situated 5.5 metres below ground level we
entered a part of the preserved Roman City Romula
Hispalis 1st - 3rd Century AD.

House of Nymph
Mosaic featuring the nymph Amymone.

Las Setas de la Encarnacion
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Mosaic of the birds

Mosaic of Medusa
laid over older geometric mosaic pavements

House of Bacchus
Elaborate drinking vessel in each corner of the
mosaic floor

House of Columns
An intricate mosaic that included a laurel leaf and a diadem

At some point during the late 3rd Century
AD the houses were abandoned and most of
their building materials were pillaged. A
history we are not unfamiliar with at
Brading.

Sadly, we didn't have time to visit the
Palace of the Countess of Lebrija where
Roman mosaics cover the entire first floor,
or the village of Santiponce which is eight
miles north of Seville. At Santiponce the city
of Italica was founded by Scipio the African
If you have the opportunity do visit this in 206 BC and is the birthplace of Trajan.
modern well laid out museum. Glass floors
and partitions provide optimum viewing of Oh dear, what a shame, we will have to
the remains and touch screen videos, with make a return visit!
various language selections, give detailed
Barbara Booth.
explanations of what one is able to see.

7
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Marking out of the north range aisled hall at Brading Roman villa
by David Reeves
The north range aisled hall at
Brading Roman villa was first
excavated between April 1880
and September 1881 and
dates from the late second or
early third century. Within a
few years of the 1881
excavations the majority of the
site was reburied, and it lay
undisturbed until 2008 when
Professor Sir Barry Cunliffe
started a three-year series of
excavations. At the end of the
excavations in 2010 it was
decided that because of the
costs involved it was not
possible to leave the remains
on display.
The first-century south range
was marked out in chalk over
20 years ago but up until
recently it was in a sorry state.
In 2014 the Friends of Brading
Roman Villa gardening team
undertook the task of rechalking the monument, which
made a great difference in
visitors' and school parties'
ability to understand the
layout of the site. With this in
mind it was decided to look at
the possibility of marking out
the aisled hall to the north of
the site. However, it was
obvious that this would be too

big a task for the volunteers to
physically
undertake;
the
south range had taken 10 tons
of chalk and it was estimated
that it would take up to 20
tons to do the north range.
Our only solution was to raise
funds
for
a
specialist
landscaping firm to chalk out
the outline of the building, to
landscape the surrounding
area, and to do much-needed
repair work on the Edwardian
shed covering the hypocaust
system. Fortunately, all this
was made possible through a
generous donation of £3,600
given by Mr Michael James
and his family, who have been
generous supporters of the
Brading villa for some years.
Armed with an updated plan
of the building, kindly supplied
by Sir Barry Cunliffe, work
started in June of this year
under the direction of Steve
Boswell, a civil engineer and
volunteer at the villa. First the
volunteer gardeners used
GPS points to mark out the
building with grass 'paint',
then the landscaping team
took over. Approximately 20
tons of earth was removed by
hand, and 20 tons of crushed

Fig. 1. Sir Barry Cunliffe
describing the north range.
Photo: © David Reeves

chalk was used to mark out
the building's foundations.
The surrounding area was
sympathetically landscaped to
enable ease of access around
the site, and new information
boards were installed.
On 5 July 2015 Sir Barry
Cunliffe, the Patron of the
Friends of Brading Roman
Villa, visited the villa to open
the north range to the public.
He was assisted by nine-yearold Gilbert Octavian Wright,
the grandson of sponsor
Michael James. Over 100
people attended the opening
and enjoyed a short talk given
by Sir Barry, followed by a
buffet lunch in the Villa Café.
Visitors to the site can
now walk through the footprint
of the building to get a real
feel for its dimensions.

Aisled hall
It was certainly a large
structure: 44m long by 15m
wide, with two lines of very
large padstones dug into the
ground along its length to
carry substantial oak pillars
and cross-beams to support
the pitched slab-stone roof.
The estimated pitch of the roof
is 35 per cent, needing 25
slabs to cover one square
metre of roof. Each slab
weighed on average 5.5kg.
Fig. 2. Aerial photograph of Brading Roman villa, taken through a fish-eye
The total number of slabs
lens, with the newly marked-out north range in the foreground.
Photo: © wightskycam.net required would have been
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about 21,800, with a total
weight of 120,000kg (about
119 tons); 21,800 nails were
needed to secure the roof
slabs.
In its heyday the west end of
the hall provided private
accommodation for the owner
and his family – there were
nine rooms, one of them with
a hypocaust system. In the
centre there was a great barn
area for the estate's day-today activities; later additions
were a bath-suite and a corndrying oven at the east end,
separated from the main area
by partitioning. This familiar
design continued to be used

in manor houses in later
centuries, and is still seen in
large
churches
and
cathedrals.
The well
The well discovered within the
confines of the bath-suite was
totally excavated in 1881 to a
depth of 23.8m (78 feet). It
predates the construction of
the aisled hall and was in use
for some time before being
abandoned and becoming a
convenient place to dump
rubbish. By the time that the
hall was built the infill had
probably reached to around
10m from the top, and in
preparation for the new

© ORT. Reconstruction of the aisled hall by Stephen Colin. (North Range)

structure the shaft was filled to
floor level with greensand
rubble.
Further reading
Cunliffe, B (2013) The Roman
Villa at Brading, Isle of Wight.
The Excavations of 2008–10,
Oxford University School of
Archaeology.
Price JE & Price FGH (1882)
A Guide to the Roman Villa
recently discovered at Morton,
between
Sandown
and
Brading, Isle of Wight – an
1881 paper read before the
Royal Institute of British
Architects.

Gilbert Octavian Wright
Photo: © David Reeves.

Also published in ‘The Association for Roman Archaeology’ News Letter No 34.

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Advance Notice
The next AGM of the Friends will take place on Saturday 27 February 2016 at
3.30pm at the Villa.
Please make a note of this date now and come along on the day to support your
Trustees
9
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FBRV Trip to Bath and Cardiff: 26th –27th September 2015
The Friends managed to pick an interesting
weekend for the latest expedition into Roman
Britain.

is used for museum stores and is packed with
intriguing pieces of stone, including the hand
and foot of the aforementioned Julius Caesar.

We arrived in Bath to find the city awash
(apologies for the pun) with shoppers, tourists
and numerous Morris dancers enjoying the
Indian summer. The whole visit took place to
a background of bells and squeezeboxes as
the various groups jingled through the streets
and danced all over the city centre.
The tour of the Roman baths was led by Mina,
an Iranian guide who was somewhat daunted
to be leading a group of 21 from another
Roman site. She did her best to manoeuvre
us through the crowded site and be heard
above the general noise. The Roman baths is
just that; not only the famous warm bathing
pool, and the once sacred pool where the
warm water bubbles up, but also a huge
complex offering the full bathing experience for
two separate groups. According to Mina, the
emperor Hadrian was responsible for this
segregation as he didn’t like women and
wanted to discourage immoral behaviour. The
statues surrounding the main pool are mainly
Victorian, although Julius Caesar was replaced
in the 1970s after a drunken reveller pushed
him into the water. For anyone who has not
visited Bath in recent years, the number of
areas open to the public and the presentations
in the museum make it well worth a visit.

David, one of our guides on our visit to the
tunnels at Bath
More in situ Roman remains were also to be
seen, including one place where evidence for
yet another bath has only recently been
discovered.
And so on to Cardiff where we discovered that
our centrally placed hotel was screening the
Wales v. England rugby match from
Twickenham. Fortunately we were not the
only English people in the open plan
restaurant
/bar
and our
meal
was
accompanied by raucous applause from
opposing sides of the room as the match
swung for and against the teams.
We left for our evening talk confident that
England would win, emerging later to find they
had lost and half the population of Cardiff
seemed to be celebrating in the streets.
The talk by Dr Peter Webster, Hon Research
Fellow at the National Museum of Wales, was
excellent and gave us a concise introduction to
the sites we were to visit the next day.
Changes to our itinerary prevented us going to
Cardiff Castle, so we were pleased to benefit
from his research and excavation experience
there. Little remains of the original Roman
fort, but he showed us a plan of how four
successive forts were built there during the
Roman occupation, each with a slightly
different footprint.

The Great Bath at Bath
For us the highlight was the tour of two sets of
tunnels. These were dug out during Georgian
and Victorian periods for various reasons such
as passageways between buildings and to
carry service pipes. After a walk above ground
to set the context we then went through
mysterious locked doors. Some of the space

Another glorious day as we drove out to
Caerwent, known in Roman times as ‘Venta
Silurum’, the civitas (civilian capital) of the
10
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local tribe, the Silures. I presume it is the lack
of later urban development that has enabled
the preservation of so much of this fortified
settlement and the setting is beautiful.

As we walked round and then inside, Peter showed
us the entrances for audience and performers and a
probable shrine.

The barracks at Caerleon

Dr Peter Webster (in the foreground) talking
to members of the Friends at the Roman
Temple, Caerwent

We then crossed to the barracks; the base of one
block is complete, with reconstructions of 2 others
helping to create a picture of the complete area.
Small circular features are the remains of ovens and
there is also a latrine to be seen.

The perimeter wall, probably the best example
in the country, has stretches which are almost
complete, with bastions at regular intervals As
we walked along the bank and ditch on the
outer side we could gaze up in awe at the
solidity of the wall, the height and the quality of
the dressed stone facing. Inside was evidence
of a temple, shops, town houses, the forum
and the basilica. We were very fortunate that
Dr Webster could bring this to life for us.

We then went for lunch, emerging to find some
of the Morris dancers had followed us from
Bath, but they did not follow us into the fortress
baths. Here there was a huge swimming pool
with a mesmerising CGI effect of ghostly
swimmers enjoying shimmering water. Only a
small part of the remaining baths can be seen
but again Peter could bring it to life for us.

The amphitheatre at Caerleon Roman Fortress. Around AD90
Caerwent town wall from the south gate to a bastion

Then on to the military site at Caerleon, where
the present town has encroached more, but
again Peter helped us make sense of the
remains and envisage the scale of the original
settlement.

We finished in the legionary museum, which
has a well-displayed range of military and
domestic objects, a reconstructed barrackroom and a delightful Roman garden to relax
in before the journey home after a busy but
fascinating weekend.

The first view of the amphitheatre is stunning, as the
ellipse of earth and grassed banks looks so perfect.

Helen Jackson
11
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Julian Richards: ‘Bringing The Past To Life’
Julian Richards is not just passionate about
archaeology, he also wants to share his
passion; in his own words his mission is ‘to
make the past exciting and accessible’.

the stories and the communities, including the
then ground-breaking facial reconstructions
which made many viewers realise that these
were people they could relate to.

His talk, given on Friday Oct 9th as part of the
Winter Lecture series, considered different
ways of interesting the public. He began with
Mortimer Wheeler, still legendary for his role in
‘Animal, Vegetable or Mineral, but also a
famed field archaeologist who used television
to share the message that ‘the past tells you
stories’.

In recent years Julian has worked with children
of primary school age on his ‘What’s under
your school?’ project where children can
experience the thrill of authentic ‘down-to
earth’ archaeology.
He has also developed a classroom activity
whereby children carry out a mock excavation
to uncover evidence for a Bronze Age house,
then create a model framework of the house in
which they sit to discuss and question. I had
been privileged to watch this in action with
local schools earlier that day and saw how the
experience did bring the past to life for those
children.

Julian himself first became involved with
television during his 10-year tenure as director
of the Stonehenge Landscape Project. The
televised reconstructions and experimental
archaeology involved numerous people in
practical activities as well as reaching the
wider television audience.

Julian is lead archaeologist for WAFA (Wessex
Academy for Field Archaeology) whose motto
is ‘Archaeology For All’. To find out more, visit
the website www.wafa.org.uk

For Julian, archaeology is mainly about the
people. When he excavated his first burial he
had to have a clinical approach but was aware
that the remains were of an individual with a
story to tell. So it is no surprise that his series
‘Meet the Ancestors’ for the BBC focused on

Helen Jackson

Gambling in Ancient Rome
Dr Jerry Toner,
Fellow and Director of Studies at Churchill College
Cambridge University
Director of Studies at Hughes Hall

The
Romans
loved
gambling. Wherever they went
they
took
their
dice,
knucklebones and counters
with them. So, in almost every
villa excavation - Brading
included as I discovered
during my visit this summer -

some of these artefacts have
been found. And they loved
doing it in lots of different
ways - from simple games of
chance to complicated games
of strategy to betting on the
chariot-racing. Yet, despite
this popularity, gambling was
condemned as immoral and
was also illegal in most
circumstances. This article
describes some of the various
forms of gambling then tries to
explain both why gambling
was so popular among
ordinary Romans but also
came in for attack.
Gambling held a continuous
fascination for Romans right
across the social scale. It was
popular among the rich and
12

some gambled through the
night beneath the austere
gaze of their ancestors'
statues. Huge fortunes were
won and lost while freezing
slaves lay forgotten, or so the
satirist Juvenal would have us
believe.
Even
Emperors
indulged. Augustus played
frequently, although only for
modest stakes. Nero, in typical
fashion, staked a minimum
400,000 sesterces - enough to
make a man a knight.
Claudius was so fanatical that
he even wrote a book on the
subject. At the other end of the
social scale, labourers played
at dice when the weather was
bad enough to stop them
working outside. It was the last
pleasure left to old men and
the successful prostitute had
to be able to play well at the
gambling table. Even children
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practised the skills they would
later need when gambling for
money by playing games of
chance with nuts as the prize.

Found at Brading Roman
Villa. Gaming pieces made
of bone, manufactured by
turning on a simple lathe .
This
fascination
was
mirrored in the range of
places where the Romans
gambled. We find gaming
boards scratched into all kinds
of public spaces, particularly
in the fora and basilicas, and
one has even been found in
the house of the Vestal
Virgins. Military camps are
also prime sites to find such
impromptu gambling graffiti. In
the
domestic
sphere,
gambling usually followed a
meal, dice being used as a
means
of
after-dinner
relaxation. For the ordinary
people, taverns offered a
readily accessible space for
gambling. Some had rooms at
the back with tables and
chairs (only the wealthy
reclined) which could be used
for the purposes of both
eating and gambling. Indeed,
gambling was one of the main
selling points of a tavern,
which provided a micro leisure
complex for the average
person: hot food, drink,
gambling and prostitution all
rolled
into
one
simple
establishment. The gambling
boards themselves often had
the spaces represented by
letters, which themselves
spelled out suitable or ironic
sayings:

SPERNE LUCRUM
VERSAT MENTES
INSANA CUPIDO
'Reject wealth, insane greed
makes you mad'
Many
other
forms
of
gambling existed. The most
basic option was to cast lots,
as the soldiers did to divide
Jesus' clothes after they had
nailed him to the cross.
Another simple game was
called micatio, and represents
the ancient version of 'Rockpaper-scissors'. On the count
of three, each of the two
players would hold out a
hand, but would vary the
number of fingers that were
extended. At the same time
they would state how many
digits in total they expected to
be visible. A truly honest man
was proverbially one with
whom you could play micatio
even in the dark. More
complicated games included
duodecim
scripta,
which
appears to have been similar
to modern
backgammon,
latrunculi,
comparable
to
chess, and tabula, which was
played on the kind of board
found in taverns.
Regrettably, the rules of
these games do not survive
and, in any case, it would
probably be wrong to think
that
standardised
rules
existed across so vast an
empire. Knucklebones, tali,
were also widely used as a
medium for gambling. These
are small bones found in the
leg of most quadrupeds
between the shin and ankle
and each had four faces: 1 =
the plain side, was known as
canis ('the dog'), 3 = the
convex side, 4 = the concave
side, and 6 = the twisted side,
known as senio ('the old
man'). The bones were thrown
in fours and, in one surviving
example, the thrower put 16
sesterces into the pot if they
got three dogs or a six, with
the winner taking it all on the
throw of Venus (one of each
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type of face). I have
calculated the odds of a
Venus - a long day spent
throwing
various
knucklebones thousands of
times
as
being
approximately
26-1.
The
winnings would therefore have
represented
a
sizeable
amount relative to the initial
wager.
The races at the circus and
the gladiatorial combats of the
arena
also
offered
opportunities for betting. The
prospective
punter
had
various information available
to
help
assess
each
competitor's
chance
of
success. Programmes for the
arena listed each fighter's
record as they also did for the
horses in the circus. The
pervasiveness of talk about
charioteers and the pedigrees
of horses was widely noted by
contemporary sources and in
the days preceding a festival
chat turned on nothing but
bets. Ammianus Marcellinus
neatly
captures
the
widespread passion among
the plebs in fourth-century
Rome:
"They spend all their time
drinking and dicing, in dives,
pleasures and the games.
Their temple, their home, and
the summit of all their hopes is
the Circus Maximus. You see
many
groups
of
them
gathered in the fora, the
crossroads, the streets and
their other meeting places,
engaged in fierce arguments
with each other...some swear
that the state will collapse if
their
favourite
charioteer
doesn't dash out first from the
stalls and go round the turning
post closely...and they are so
anxious about the races that
most of them cannot sleep at
night." (28.4.29-30)
In the circus, a bet was
placed on one of the four
racing colours - blues, greens,
reds and whites - which
represented the four stables.
There is no evidence for any
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ancient bookmakers, which
makes it most likely that
people simply struck a bet
with those sitting near them in
the crowd. This may explain
why the colours were paired
together in the popular
imagination (the blues and the
reds versus the greens and
the whites). Coupling of this
sort made it simple to make a
head-to-head
bet
without
having to take into account a
wider
set
of
possible
outcomes.

Circular hollow bone dice
box . Found at Brading
Roman Villa
Why was gambling so
popular
among
ordinary
Romans? We can see
gambling as providing an
education in the skills and
attitudes that would help them
in their daily lives. Gambling
emphasised the importance of
money within the community.
It
mirrored
the
precariousness of daily life,
where
incomes
were
uncertain
and
volatile.
Gambling also emphasised
the importance of status. The
whole point of gambling was
that it enabled the good player
to get more money and so
improve his position in
society. Suetonius' description
of Caligula caricatures him as
a
typically
ambitious,

aggressive plebeian, who was
quite prepared to cheat to get
his way. Gambling also taught
how to assess risk and take
decisions under pressure. In a
world where poverty was
never far away, and incomes
were always vulnerable to the
knock-on effects of poor
harvests or the arbitrary
patronage of the elite, the
average Roman needed to
learn the skills necessary to
control the risks he and his
family faced in life.
The games required the
learning of a significant body
of detailed knowledge, often
involving a high degree of
numerical sophistication. We
might imagine that it provided
a training in how to manage
the kind of small face-to-face
debts that easily accrued in
the non-elite world. We can
also see it as emphasising the
importance of deploying a
variety
of
tactics
in
interpersonal contact. First it
showed the importance of
keeping an eye on your
neighbours, or else they might
quickly try to cheat you. It
taught the importance of
aggressively asserting one's
status when necessary and of
even being prepared to fight
to protect it. It is noteworthy
that the section in the Digest
covering the laws pertaining to
gambling
make
repeated
references to the use of
violence. And
yet,
as
Ammianus noted in his
description of the Roman
plebs, gamblers also seem to
have maintained a genuine
sense of camaraderie.
It was not a completely cutthroat society. In summary,
then, gambling taught the
ordinary Roman how to deal
with money, risk and people.
The popularity of gambling
among the non-elite also
reflected the major part that
chance played in their life.
This can also be seen in the
use of knucklebones to
consult
the
gods.
One
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oracular pillar, which stood in
the forum at Kremna, in
Pisidia in modern Turkey, was
inscribed with replies to the
fifty-six possible throws of five
knuckle-bones. The answers
were given names: so throw
10, called the throw of Tyche
the Helmsman, states, this
was no time for frivolous
enthusiasm which will do
"great harm". The advice is to
wait because it is the right
time for waiting. If the
consulter can manage to do
that, then he will "accomplish
everything". Or as throw 22
puts it, "stay calm for the time
is not yet ripe. If you make
frivolous haste in vain, you will
pursue a goal that is out of
reach. I do not yet see the
right moment, but if you relax
a little, you will achieve
success".
A proverb put it this way:
"We must master our good
fortune or it will master us".
What we see in both gambling
and dice oracles is a belief
that
chance
was
not
overwhelming
but
was
something that could be
managed and influenced. To
see the world in this way was
to leave room for hope and
individual agency. Rather than
see their life as simply being
dominated
by
chance,
gambling
reflected
a
conception of the world in
which non-elite individuals,
however modest their station,
had an opportunity to improve
their lot. To be sure, this
required knowledge, skill,
experience, nous and guts,
but the opportunity did still
exist. It enabled the average
Roman, who had to survive in
an environment where risks
abounded, to cope with this
high level of uncertainty.
Gambling
was
widely
popular but it came in for
fierce moral condemnation.
Gamblers were mentioned in
the same breath as adulterers
and other impure people. It
was said that the cleverer the
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gambler, the greater the
wickedness. The perils of
gambling were associated
with threats to the state:
Catiline's co-conspirators are
described
as
aleatores,
'gamblers', and Julius Caesar
treated the republic as if it
were a stake to be won or lost
when,
on
crossing
the
Rubicon, he proclaimed 'let
the the die be cast'. The
gambling activities of certain
emperors also offered clear
examples of their degeneracy.
So Domitian was attacked for
loving to play dice even in the
morning and Caligula not only
played dice when the court
was in mourning for his sister
but he cheated as well.
This moral disdain was also
reflected in the law. The Lex A
the festival of the Saturnalia.
The penalties ranged from
four times the value of the bet
to exile. These laws do not
seem to have been enforced.
The aediles were entrusted
with the supervision of taverns
but the large number of
surviving
gaming
boards
suggests they did not take
that
responsibility
too
seriously. Two republican
statutes sanctioned betting on
contests which were done in
pursuit of virtue, which
allowed gambling to take
place in the circus and
amphitheatre. In any event,
gambling debts were legally
unrecoverable. The praetors
also seem to have refused
actions to the proprietors of

gambling establishments for
any assaults, theft or damage
that occurred as a result of
gambling. We do not get the
impression that the law took
gambling too seriously.
Why then did the elite dislike
gambling, even though many
of them enjoyed doing it
themselves? In part we can
see it as the result of status
concerns. Gambling could
result in social mobility that
took no account of either work
or birth. This posed a threat to
the traditional social hierarchy.
Gambling was also intimately
tied up with the urban popular
culture that had grown up
alongside
the
massive
imperial
city
of
Rome.
Associated with the ubiquitous
tavern
culture,
gambling
seemed to represent to the
elite everything that was
wrong about the lower orders.
It showed that the people
were incapable of using their
leisure time intelligently or
morally without supervision.
The reality, of course, was
somewhat different. The allpervasive gambling talk was
not just an example of the
plebs' idleness. It represented
a politically safe topic of
discourse
and
provided
intellectual stimulus, as well
as being a source of genuine
excitement. Most gambling
was also probably far too
small scale to be reckless or
indeed affect the participants
status within society. It is
impossible to know how much
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the average Roman gambler
staked, but, in a way, any
figures would be meaningless.

The small round balls are
‘marbles’ and made in clay
moulds or from a variety of
local stone . Found at
Brading Roman Villa.
Gambling in a group, where
there are no bookmakers
taking a cut, acts as a form of
saving, albeit at zero interest
rates. In the long run, each
participant could expect to
take his turn at winning.
Victory simply represented an
exaggerated form of the the
kind of windfall economy that
dominated ordinary life: a
good week was followed by a
bad and so on. Perhaps the
elite understood that gambling
did really pose much of a
threat and so they failed to
enforce the laws as a
consequence. Like their antigambling rhetoric, the laws
were
just
symbolic
statements, purely designed
to emphasise publicly that
gambling was not the right
way to achieve success.

Lectures

ROMAN GLADIATOR SPECTACULAR.

IN THE GARFIELD WESTON ROOM
&

BRADING ROMAN VILLA 2016.

Exhibitions at the Villa

The Friends of Brading Roman Villa will be
hosting a living History weekend 6th & 7th
August 2016. Come to the Villa and meet
some of the Gladiators who appeared in
Ridley Scott's film Gladiator (2000).

Saturday January 9th 2016
The end of the Roman Empire in Briton
Dr. Philip Booth
Oxford University: Faculty of Theology and
Religion
Time 2:30pm.
Ticket price: £7.00. FBRV: £6.00.
Dr. Sam Moorhead.
Dr. Moorhead is Finds Adviser for Iron Age and
Roman coins at the British Museum.
Overseeing the recording and researching of Iron
Age and Roman coins on the Portable Antiquities
Scheme database. Dr. Moorhead will be visiting
Brading in the New Year to talk about Carausius
and Allectus.
Date to be confirmed
Chris Smith.
Chris Smith is the mosaicist who lifted and re-laid
the Brading Gladiator mosaic in room 3. Chris will
be talking about how mosaics are conserved.
April 2016: date to be confirmed.
Dr Jerry Toner.
Fellow and Director of Studies at Churchill College
Cambridge University
Director of Studies at Hughes Hall.
Dr Toner will give a talk about the Roman Games.
July 2016: date to be confirmed.

Along with the Gladiators will be Roman
Soldiers, shop keepers and crafts men &
women. Fun for all the family, children will
have the chance to join the Roman Army
and show off their newly learned skills in
the arena. We will publish more details in
the new year.

2nd Oct 2015 ——31th Jan 2016
Mythology
Howard Hardiman
An exhibition of new works inspired by the mosaics
at Brading Roman Villa
Time 10am — 5pm.

Telephone 01983612327 / 07775606812

WARNING: The Gladiators show is not for the
squeamish.

The Friends of Brading Roman Villa
Charity No. 1110720
Morton Old Road, Brading, Isle of W ight, PO36 0PH
Em ail: friends@bradingrom anvilla.org.uk
Patron: Sir Barry Cunliffe, CBE FBA FSA

www.bradingromanvilla.org.uk

Officers & Trustees

Chairman: David Reeves, FRSM; Vice-Chairman/Head Guide: Patricia Barber; Treasurer: John Bryant; Secretary: Christine Elliott;
Head Gardener: John Hardy; Volunteers Co-ordinator: Alan Swanborough; Training Co-ordinator: Helen Jackson;
FBRV President: Wendy Gannon, BEM; Vice Presidents: Neville Car; Sam Twining, LVO, OBE, DL.
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